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Abstract 

This paper discusses the role of Yoruba Muslims in the propagation of Islam through Sufism 

in Birnin Kebbi metropolis, 1996-2015. It argues that even though the Yoruba Muslims were 

living in Birnin Kebbi since 1996 before it was later carved out from the former Sokoto State 

of which Kebbi State became an independent State. There were quite a number of Yoruba 

Muslims who settled in the area, and have participated tremendously in the growth and 

development of Islam through Sufi organizations after the creation of Kebbi State. The paper 

also underlines how Yoruba Muslims attached so much importance to the practice of Sufism. 

The findings however revealed that the Yoruba Muslim Sufi orders in Birnin Kebbi 

metropolis principally guides, teaches and encourages other Yoruba Muslims in particular. 

These developments and others among Muslims prepared the ground for identity on the 

issues of self-reformation, self-denial and above all how to felicitate in the hereafter. The 

paper is an exploratory study of secondary data which are current to the subject matter. The 

paper concluded by highlighting the significance of Sufism to the development of Islam with 

particular reference to morality.   
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Introduction 

It is obvious to know that Sufism and Islam are indeed in harmony and that Tassawuf 

is a religions practice in which people search for the true knowledge and unity with Allah 

(SWT) through meditation and prayer. The Yoruba Muslim who settled in Kebbi State 

therefore aware and as well conversant themselves with the ideas and practice of Sufism 

before their settlement in the state1. These Yoruba Sufis like their Hausa counter-parts have 

the strong feeling that the practice of Sufism, is an opportunity of digesting the teachings of 

Islam and enable individual (Sufi’s member) to be counted as a good servant of Allah 

(SWT)2.The practice of Sufi order became possible among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin 

Kebbi metropolis; because it is the only way to achieve the spiritual guidance and blessing of 

Allah without any trepidation. They became associated to Sufism as the desire to attain 

spiritual potency and piety to their religious practice. The Glorious Qur’an advocated that: 

Behold? verily on the friends of God there is no fear nor shall 

they grieve3. 

The work, which hopefully complements the writers on the practicing of Sufism 

among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis4employs the mission of Tariqah is 

for the heart as it accommodate only the innovation of Allah’s glorified named in all 

activities. The soul then sees the essence of Allah in its meals, sight, speech, though, feelings, 

inter-personal relation, social interactions and other forms of transaction. This guidance also 

conveyed in the tradition of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) when a man came and said to the 

Prophet of Allah (SWT) that: 

O messenger of Allah, direct met to a deed for which I shall be 

loved by Allah and by people when I have done it; the Prophet 

replied; if you practice abstinence in the world,Allah will love 

you and if you abstain from people’s possession, people will 

love you5. 

In essence, the tradition is dealing with the importance of asceticism as the best way 

of life. However, the main objective of this paper is to discuss the term Sufism, the Yoruba 

Muslims and the two common Tariqah, i.e the practice of Qadriyyah and Tijaniyya Sufi 

orders, and the significance of Sufism among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi 

metropolis as it shown that, through the practice of asceticism, man devotes all his or her 
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lifetime activities to the worship of the Creator, Allah (SWT) the most High. It is in this 

perspective that the paper accentuate on the practice of Sufism among the Yoruba Muslims of 

Birnin Kebbi. 

Conceptual Clarifications 

For better understanding of this study on the “Yoruba Muslims and the Practice of 

Sufism in Birnin Kebbi Metropolis, 1996-2015,” it is a germane to give detail explanations 

on some of the fundamental concepts employed to validate the veracity of the phenomenon 

under study. 

The term Sufism 

The term Sufi is etymologically a derivative of the lexical Arabic word “wool” (or, 

“S-uf”). This is only a derivative that is linguistically possible for the world “Suf’ - or the 

relational adjective in Arabic, “S-U’F-ee” meaning the Woolen” or the one wearing Wool” or 

the verb “Tasawwaf’ (a) “(Wore wool) and the world “tassawuf" (infinite form or verbal 

noun, i.e. the act of wearing wool, or to be woolen6. 

According to Shaykh al-Islam, Zacharia Al-Ansar (D. 926AH/1520AD) says Sufism 

is a science defined by the spiritual states or ahwal leading to the purification of appetite 

souls, corporal selves; or moral and ethical cleansing; and of constructing the external and the 

internal in the quest to external happiness7. 

Abu a:Qasim al-Naser - “Abadi (d. 367AH/1977AH) says “Sufism" is an illumination 

of truth leading to truth; and a fraction of it points to the truth (to him). He further 

explainsSufism is your Fana (self annihilation, dissolution)8. 

Another source of Tassawuf or Sufism was derived from the Prophetic tradition on 

Ihsan or the As-hab al-Suffa who resided in the Prophet mosque at medina9. Many people 

have the desire for special spiritual attainment; subscription to asceticism. 

In another dimension, Sufi is the one who has been cleansed by God and whose heart 

and inner self has been purified or purged by God; thus, he/she is a “Sufi" or one who has 

been purged purified. Meanwhile, Sufi narratives were described to the wearing of wool to 

achieve the profits and the pious10. 
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Indeed, Sufism includes repentance, asceticism, piety in devotion, poverty, patience, 

contentment and trust in God and so forth. It can also be referred to as Muraqaba. This is a 

state of being close to God of love, of fear, of pleading of desire, of intimacy of tranquility 

and of well-being of seeing of certitude and of conviction, and so forth. 

Yoruba Muslims 

The Yoruba Muslim are among those reported to be the descendants of Banu Kan’an 

and that they were the kindred of Nimrod in English and Namurudu in Yoruba local 

parlance11. The Yoruba Muslims are part of the Yoruba that traced their origin to the 

eponymous home of Ile-Ife,- the home of divinities and mysteries. According to Sultan 

Muhammad Bello (1779-1837), the son of Shaykh Uthman bin Foduye (d.1817) in his book 

titled, “Infaqh L-Maysur", he said the Yoruba were led out of Iraq toward the west ward 

direction by Ya’rub B. Qahtan. In the course of their flight from Iraq, they dropped a portion 

of their community and left their traces in places such as Egypt (Misra), Ethiopia, Borno and 

in other places until they finally reached Ile-Ife and consequently the present spread in 

Yorubaland12.It has been a known fact and belief amongst the Yoruba people and scholarly 

circles that, Ile-Ife was the centre from which the whole world was created13. 

Birnin Kebbi 

Birnin Kebbi was the former headquarters of Kabawa, it is also the capital of the 

present Kebbi State and headquarters of Gwandu Emirate as well. Birnin Kebbi is a town 

situated about 146kms to the west of Sokoto. In the town beside Kabawa, Fulani and Hausa, 

there are other tribal groups’ e.g Bare-bari, Dakarkar, and Nupawa who lived in Birnin Kebbi 

long before the coming of the Jihadists. In contemporary era, there are in existence of 

Yoruba, Tiv, Ebira and Igbo within the Birnin Kebbi either for government services, 

commerce and economic advantages. The indigenous hosts of Birnin Kebbi maintain their 

flourishing major occupations up till today; such as farming, fishing and trading. The people 

are noted for the production of rice, millet, guinea, corn, beans, ground-nuts, tobacco, cassava 

and other varieties of the farm product that boost exchanges among the host and the Yoruba 

Muslims14. 

Evolution of Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi 

The settlement of Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis was facilitated by the 

existence of viable polity and other centre of markets which flourished in the city before they 
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were being carved from Sokoto State. The study by Olaniyi shown that large number of 

Yoruba Muslims arrived in the North¬western Nigeria of which Birini was inclusive in the 

19th and 20th centuries as traders15. During this period, in what was formerly called Kebbi 

region under the auspices of Sokoto State necessitated some of the Yoruba Muslims to settle 

in places like Jega, Aliero, Argungu and others due to economic potentiality. It is essential to 

construe that the peaceful nature of Islam as a monolithic religion gum peaceful co-existence 

that transpired amongst the people spurred the settlement of the people. It is also pertinent to 

note that hand-in-hand some Yoruba Muslims missionary came to Birnin Kebbi as an Islamic 

cleric and scholars to work for different Muslim organizations principally for the propagation 

Islam concomitantly with the practice of Sufisim16. 

The Yoruba Muslim cut across all the tribes of Yoruba speaking group in Nigeria 

settled in Kebbi State before and after 1996 were Muslims traders, teachers, motor cyclist 

mechanics, tailors, provision store keepers etc. Their settlement from 19th century17 brought 

about greater transformation in religious, economic, social and political developments, a 

factor which aided their struggle for peaceful co-existence amongst the migrants and the host 

communities18. Prominent among the earlier Yoruba Muslims who settled in Birnin Kebbi 

metropolis were Abdulrazaq and his wife Aisha, Adewale Tijjani, Lukumon Kolawole and 

others. 

Introduction of Sufism in Birnin Kebbi and its practice among the Yoruba Muslims 

From the foregoing, it is clear that the establishment of Sufism in Birnin Kebbi was a 

form of religiosity based on the concepts of (Divine) Love (Hubb), self-annihilation (Fana’) 

and gnosis (Ma’rifa) in the metropolis. In fact, the order was introduced prior the arrival of 

the Yoruba Muslims in the 20th century19 and among the founders were Abu Dan Abdul-

Qadr, Bala Aliero, Halidu Garba, Bello Habibu, Ibrahim Tijani, Sani Maigero, Yusuf Adamu, 

Liman Abubakar and others who were Hausa Muslims Tariqah in Birnin Kebbi metropolis20. 

Through this, theLasimi/wasifa (supplication) were practice at the different areas. For 

instance, Qadriyyah supplication occurred at the Mosque of Alhaji Bala in Aliero while 

Tijaniyyah supplications took place at Shiyar Fada old central mosque, Jega21. 

Meanwhile, large number of the Yoruba Muslims contributed immensely to the 

growth of Islam through the Sufi order, a strategy which absolves the membership soul from 

the yoke of passions, among which constitute inclination and evil instincts22. The Yoruba 
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Sufi orders partake in abscentism as it improves certain qualities as well as to receive Allah’s 

mercies. They implore that Sufism in Islam is capable of checking-mating all forms of 

corrupt and immoral behaviours that are common and heinous to contemporary situation. The 

Glorious Qur’an says: 

O ye who believe! Do your duty to God, seek the means of 

approach unto Him and strive with might and remains in His 

cause that Ye may prosper23. 

Yoruba Muslims attached to this Tassawuf as a religious practice in which people 

search for the true knowledge and unity with God through meditation and prayer. However, 

the believed that the practice of such tenets can helped enormously in the development of 

Islam in their respective areas of settlement. In addition, such influences of Sufism among 

Muslims were described as: 

Faith makes all people equal in the kingdom of Allah as regards 

to essential of citizenship in the kingdom. But there is 

leadership, and rank and degree, joined with greater or less 

responsibility, and that depends on knowledge, the true 

knowledge and insight which mystics (Sufis) seek everywhere 

for advancing their services and responsibility in the kingdom of 

Allah. 

Honour comes with merit and is not to be grabbed at24. 

Notable among the Yoruba Sufi Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis are Shaykh 

Abdul-Rasaq Ya Habib from Kishi in present Oyo state; Shaykh Abdul-Mumini Hassan Iwo, 

Oyo state, Ustaz Abideen Shuaibu, Ustaz Lukuman Mustafa, Alfa Abdul Ganiyu Agbaji, Alfa 

Dauda Adewale and host of others25. 

Apart from the above issues discussed the following contributions were discovered 

from the practicing of Sufism and Islam as a religion these include: 

1. Practicing of pure Islam and abandon syncretism in Islam 

2. Understand that Ibadah is a way of showing one’s complete submission and 

commitment to Allah (SWT) 
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3. It improvedthe Yoruba Muslim children towards Islamic injunctions  

4. It helps in propagating Da’awah and other Islamic activities, such as the 

establishment of Qur’anic and Islamiyya schools, etc. 

The two common Tariqah among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi Metropolis 

With the spread of Islam to different parts of Nigerian, different forms of Sufi orders 

i.e. Qadiriyyah, Tijaniyyah, Sanusiyyah, Shadhaliyyah, Jafariyyah and others also found their 

way into the country. But the most common Sufi orders found among the Yoruba Muslim are 

Qadriyyah and Tijaniyyah. The emergence of Qadiriyyah came through Al-Imam Abdul-

Qadri Al-Jelani (RTA) in 561, AH; while Tijaniyyah is associated to Imam Ahmad Al-Tijani 

in the 18th century (RTA)26. These two Tariqah were fully practiced among the Yoruba 

Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis. 

The practice of Qadriyyah and Tijaniyyah Sufi orders among the Yoruba Muslims in 

Birnin Kebbi metropolis 

1. Qadriyyah Movement-Is one of the two oldest Sufi- Tariqah in the western 

and central Bilal al-Sudan. Historically, the Qadriyyah was founded in 

Baghdad during the twelve century by Abu Muhammad AbdulQadr al- Jelani 

(d. 1166). Having spread its wings over large tract of areas, it reached West 

Africa probably during the sixteen century. In Hausa land it was believed to 

have been introduced by Abdul Karim al-Maghili and the Jihad leaders during 

the nineteenth century and they are believed to have been followers of the 

Qadriyyah Tariqah27. Likewise these mystics (Sufis) gained adherents till it 

reached Yoruba land up till the time some Yoruba Muslims arrived and settled 

in different place or States in Hausaland28. Having settled themselves, they 

became associated to Sufism and the desire to remember or recollection of 

Allah (SWT) (dhikr) enjoys an elevated rank and refines status in the doctrines 

of the Sufism29. 

In Birnin Kebbi metropolis, QadriyyahSufi order is being practiced among the 

Yoruba Muslim communitiesarea; from 2000 headed by Shaykh Abideen 

Shuaibu and his members includes Alhaji Saheed Yusuf, Abdul Wahab Yasir 

and others.Among the contemporary Yoruba MuslimsQadriyyahSufi women 

are: Hajiya Aishat Shuaibu, Lateefat Yusuf, Nusirat Badmas, Haolat Maruf 
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and others30. 

The Qadriyyah Sufi practice/order is also being practiced in Aliero area and 

headed by Ustaz luquman Mustapha from 2005 with the following members: 

Alfa Nurudeen Yusuf, Alfa Mujeeb Ismail, Alfa Sakiru Taofeeq and others. 

Among the women are Hajiya Aishat Aminu, Hajiya Amina Tajudeen, 

Malama Risikat Najimu and others31.  

These leading members of Qadriyyah guide and teach their members the 

tenets of Islam and lead them in al form of ceremonies. They beat Bandri 

drum (A musical instrument which is usually beaten by the Qadriyyah 

followers) along with Zikr (remembrance of Allah) in the praising of Allah 

(SWT). Other forms of Islamic activities carried out by the Yoruba members 

of Qadriyyah are Qur’anic recitation, Maulud, lailatul qadir and Hailala, (A 

special night gathering supplication once in a month), Wazifah (remembrance 

of Allah and prayer for the past followers32. However, these practices are 

reflected in their abstinence from unlawful and keeping what is lawful as 

expected among those who fear Allah within themselves. 

2. Tijaniyyah movement - The Tijaniyyah order gained wide spread followers 

among the Muslims in Nigeria since 18th century33. Yoruba Muslims were 

introduced to the order by learned Hausa Muslim Sufi scholars from Katsina, 

Sokoto and others34. It was through these scholars Yoruba Muslims were 

integrated into Tijaniyyah order, most especially in 1830s, before some of 

them settled in Hausaland. This Sufi practices continued at their respective 

places in Birnin Kebbi. Although, some were incorporated by the Hausa 

Ulama or Yoruba Muslim Tijaniyyah in the new abode (Kebbi). They 

believedthat the practice of Tijaniyyah tenet among the Yoruba Muslim 

communities helped enormously in the development of Islam inBirnin Kebbi 

metropolis. 

To make the practice of Sufi effective, the Ulamas assigned LASIMI (the supplication 

which are done by the adherents in the morning and evening time of everyday). The Friday 

Sufi Tijaniyyah practice is called Zikr al- 
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Jamu’ah, this involves the sitting around a white piece of cloth, with a chorus sound 

repeated on Lai-ilaha-illa-Allah for about two hours. This practice is referred in Yoruba local 

parlance as Ijo Oni Wiridi (The supplication groups) and individual members are referred as 

Muridi. The observed WAZIFA which consisted of chain of activities towards purification of 

mind as follows: Istigfar, Salatu-fath, Laila-illaha-Allah and Jauharatul-kamal. This 

expedition is done immediately after the Magrib prayer or Subhi35. However the use of white 

cloth is claimed to be significant and meant to purify the place. According to some members 

i.e. Shaykh Qazeem Tijaniyyah that the Holy Prophet (SAW) and other angels descents on 

the piece of cloth during their activities while others like Shaykh Najeem Abdulkareem 

argued that the spreading of cloth is not compulsory36. 

In Birnin Kebbi metropolis, Tijaniyyah Sufi order is practiced at Jega area among the 

Yoruba Muslims communities. The order is headed by Shaykh Abdul Ganiyu Agbaji with 50 

memberships. This movement started in 1990 with the following members; Alfa Abdul 

Kareem Lawal, Alfa Muminu Ridiwanu and other Yoruba Muslim women like Hajia Fatimo 

Tijani, Haiya Kareemat Murtala, Hajiya Semirat Abdul Rahim and others. Tijaniyyah can 

also be found at Aliero area among the Yoruba Muslims headed by AlfaDauda Adewale, 

Brother Abdul Rafiu Jamiyu, Brother Samaila Adeghola and others. Among the Yoruba 

Muslim women are: Hajiya Shukura Iya beji, Hajiya Mulkatu Alimi, Hajiya Mujidat 

Temidire and others37.In addition, the Yoruba Muslim agreed that the observance of 

Tijaniyyahorder is a way and approach that leads Muslim to complete submission to the 

Almighty Allah (SWT). 

The Impact of Sufism among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi Metropolis 

It should be understood that the practices of Sufism is a way of life to all Muslim that 

give chance to recollection of Allah (Dhikr) and reform the Yoruba Muslim communities in 

Birnin Kebbi metropolis to be obedient to Allah (SWT) and be contented to a proper way of 

living by doing what He ordered, and avoiding what He prohibits. This involves the 

devotional salvation through outside and inside (Zahir and Batin) worship of Allah the way 

He want to be worshipped not the way that pleases the servant38. Therefore practice of Sufi 

doctrines is neither decrease but increases amongst the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi 

Metropolis due to the principles affect of the purification of the heart, fear of Allah (Taqwa) 

reliance (Tawakkul). It is discover through the practices of the Sufi principles of fear and 
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hope (khawf wal-rijai) that a Muslim life can be assisted and leading the proper way of 

living. The following are impacts of Sufi to Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis; 

i. It makes them closer to Allah (SWT) and keeps them away from worldly 

affairs in order to succeed in the hereafter 

ii. It encourages them to emulate the deeds of Prophet Muhammad (SAW) 

through Al-Zikr “remembrance of Allah” (SWT) 

iii. It assists the Yoruba Muslims on the issues of self discipline, self-reformation 

and self denial 

iv. It helps on Zuhd (asceticism) 

v. It helps to prevent lawful deeds among the Yoruba Muslim communities and 

the host in many areas of their daily activities 

vi. It leads the Yoruba Muslims to the discernment of state of internal and 

external build up, purification of the soul and purgation of morals to help 

attain external salvation, soul upgrading and Allah’s pleasure 

Conclusion 

It is ascertained that Yoruba Muslims can be found and settled in any land and carry 

along the teaching of Islam to their new abode. They practice and learn more about the 

religion of Islam from the host Muslims wherever they settled. The Yoruba Muslims believe 

that the doctrines and practices of Sufism i.e. Qadriyyah and Tijaniyyah order are in addition 

to but never in opposition to what the Shari ’ah prescribes. Therefore, the necessity of Sufism 

is to create positive changes among the Yoruba Muslim and enable him or her to acquire 

praise worthy qualities and at the same time help to keep one from blame worthy qualities 

and upliftment to spiritual attainment. Indeed, Sufism has helped and continued to aid the 

Muslim communities towards the upliftment of Islam as it is appreciable most especially 

among the Yoruba Muslims in Birnin Kebbi metropolis. The Glorious Qur’an stated: 

Of those who have created are people who direct (others) with 

truth Q. 7:18139. 
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